Guidance on Development of Contaminated Land
IT IS THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE PERSON DEVELOPING ANY LAND TO
ENSURE THAT IT IS SUITABLE FOR ITS INTENDED USE. THIS INCLUDES
ENSURING THAT NO UNACCEPTABLE RISK EXISTS TO HEALTH OR THE
ENVIRONMENT AS A RESULT OF THE PRESENCE OF CONTAMINATION.
THEREFORE WHEN DEVELOPING ON LAND WHERE CONTAMINATION IS
KNOWN OR SUSPECTED TO BE PRESENT, OR FOR ANY DEVELOPMENT
INVOLOVING A SENSITIVE END USE (SUCH AS RESIDENTIAL HOUSING OR
SCHOOLS AND NURSERIES) AN ASSESSMENT WILL BE REQUIRED TO
DETERMINE
THE
LIKELIHOOD
OF
THE
PRESENCE
OF
LAND
CONTAMINATION.
FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE REFER TO PLANNING POLICY
STATEMENT 23- ANNEX 2: DEVELOPMENT ON LAND AFFECTED BY
CONTAMINATION (SEE SOURCES OF FURTHER INFORMATION).
THIS DOCUMENT PROVIDES GUIDANCE ON UNDERTAKING A SITE
ASSESSMENT AND THE MATTERS TO BE CONSIDERED WHEN SUBMITTING
A REMEDIATION PROPOSAL FOR APPROVAL.
TO DISCHARGE THE CONDITIONS OF ANY SUBSEQUENT PLANNING
APPROVAL, THE APPLICANT MUST DEMONSTRATE BY DOCUMENTARY
EVIDENCE THAT EITHER REMEDIATION IS NOT REQUIRED OR THAT THE
REMEDIATION WORKS HAVE BEEN CARRIED OUT AND ARE EFFECTIVE IN
MITIGATING ANY RISK TO FUTURE OCCUPIERS OF THE PREMISES OR THE
WIDER ENVIRONMENT.
Introduction
This document provides guidance on how to assess land contamination and sets out
what information will be required for the purpose of planning applications and
ultimately the discharge of planning conditions.
In urban areas such as Birmingham, development often occurs on previously
developed land (brownfield land). Such land, due to its previous use may have been
subjected to contamination, which will affect the new development or the
environment if not dealt with. The planning authority can require applicants to
demonstrate that the land to be developed is free from contamination or can be
remediated to an extent that contamination poses no risks to the end users and the
wider environment. This document sets out the stages in the assessment process
and gives references to publications where additional advice can be sought.
Above-mentioned guidance recognises land contamination as a material planning
consideration and that the development phase is the most cost-effective stage to
deal with contamination. Furthermore, it is the developer’s responsibility to ensure
that development is safe and suitable for the intended future use. During the planning
process, conditions are often attached to sensitive developments requiring
assessment of the site. Again, it is the developer’s responsibility to undertake this
assessment and ensure that all remedial requirements are implemented.
Failure to appropriately address risk from land contamination may result in later
action taken by the Authority under Part IIA of the Environmental Protection Act
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1990. All local authorities have a duty under this legislation to identify contaminated
sites that pose a risk to health or the environment. If such a site is identified, the local
authority has the duty to either encourage voluntary remediation of the site or take
statutory action through the service of notices.
Investigation and Remediation
All works must be undertaken by a suitable person who can demonstrate that they
possess the knowledge, skills and experience necessary to satisfy all involved
parties. It is also essential that the developer provide as much information as
possible at every stage of the planning process.
Any land previously used for industrial purposes should be regarded as potentially
contaminated, as the processes carried out may have caused the releases of toxic or
noxious materials to the ground. In particular, land associated with former gas works,
metal processing, refuse disposal, sewage works, oil storage and production as well
as infilled pits or quarries will almost certainly require further investigation.
All investigation should be carried out in accordance with current guidance, e.g. The
Model Procedures for the Management of Land Contamination - CLR 11, published
by the Environment Agency in 2004 (see references). Ideally it should be carried out
in stages and typically take the form of:
1. Risk Assessment including Conceptual Model and intrusive site investigation if
required
2. Option Appraisal including the development of the remediation strategy if
required
3. Implementation of the remediation strategy and validation of effectiveness.
At each stage in the process, an evaluation of investigation results and all other
findings will be required to assess as to whether it will be necessary to carry out
additional intrusive investigations or research. All investigations are site specific and
the degree of on-site testing will be dependant on site conditions and previous land
uses.
If the land is to be developed for residential purposes, the joint Environment
Agency/NHBC publication “Guidance for the Safe Development of Housing on Land
Affected by Contamination” will be particularly useful (see of further information).
The investigation should be presented in a written report and include any background
information obtained by the site investigation together with the conceptual model of
the site, remediation proposals and validation information. The report can be
prepared in stages to allow consultation will all involved parties, such as the Local
Planning Authority, Contaminated Land Team or the Environment Agency.
Stages of Site Investigation
Risk Assessment – Phase 1
A risk assessment is required to identify the potential risks that may affect a
development. It should also recognise the influence of surrounding land and
receptors and at least contain a desktop study, a site walkover and a qualitative risk
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assessment including a conceptual model of the site. Further detailed information
can be found in Chapter 2 of CLR 11.
The objective of this initial study is to assimilate all available environmental data
regarding the site and to assess the potential implications of this data in relation to
existing and future uses of the site. This includes identifying historical activities that
could have resulted in ground or groundwater contamination on or in the vicinity of
the site, and determining the possible nature of those contaminants and their
significance. This initial assessment will form the basis of any subsequent work to be
undertaken as part of the next stages of the investigation.
The basic method for collecting further information for detailed risk assessment is to
carry out an intrusive investigation on the site and its surroundings. A range of
guidance that describes appropriate techniques and quality assurance for this type of
investigation is available in Part 3 of CLR 11, with full details of relevant sources and
descriptions of investigation methods.
Parts 2 and 3 of the Model Procedures in CLR 11 provide further details of a range of
technical guidance and tools to assist in applying the risk assessment process in
particular circumstances.
Option Appraisal – Phase 2
Option appraisal is the second stage of the overall process of risk management. It
comes into play only if risk assessment demonstrates unacceptable risks are
associated with the site and these need to be managed. The appraisal primarily
focuses on those pollutant linkages identified in the risk assessment to represent
unacceptable risks.
The Option Appraisal should detail what site-specific remediation should apply, which
remediation option(s) is(are) most appropriate and how the remediation strategy is to
be implemented.
Detailed information can be found in Chapter 3 of CLR 11.
Implementation of the Remediation Strategy – Phase 3
Phases 1 and 2 enable the identification of unacceptable risk and the selection of the
most appropriate remediation strategy. The remediation strategy may consist of a
number of remediation activities and/or long-term monitoring programmes to manage
the relevant pollutant linkage identified in the conceptual model. To complete the site
investigation process, the remediation strategy needs to be implemented.
During this stage, information should be provided defining all aspects of the design,
preparation, verification and long-term monitoring and maintenance of the
remediation. A detailed description of this stage can be found in Chapter 4 of
CLR 11.
To discharge the planning condition, the developer must demonstrate that any
remediation works have been effective in removing any risks.
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Contacts:
Birmingham City Council
BCC
Contaminated
Land Team
Contaminated
Land
Regulatory
Services
POBOX
15987
581 Tyburn Road
BIRMINGHAM
Erdington
B2 2UD
Birmingham

Birmingham City Council
Planning Control
PO Box 28
Alpha Tower
Suffolk Street Queensway
Birmingham B1 1TU

Tel:
0121 303
9956
For further
information
or to raise a
question please access
Contaminatedland@birmingham.gov.uk
www.birmingham.gov.uk or telephone
0121
303 6007.
www.birmingham.gov.uk/contaminatedland

Tel: 0121 303 1115
Planning.enquiries@birmingham.gov.uk

Birmingham City Council
Building Consultancy
1 Lancaster Circus Queensway
Birmingham
B4 7DY
Tel: 0121 675 7006
bcd.commercial@birmingham.gov.uk

Sources of Further Information:
•

Planning Policy Statement 23- Annex 2: Development on Land Affected by
Contamination. Office of the Deputy Prime Minister, 2004.

•

CLR 11: Model Procedures for the Management of Land Contamination.
Department of the Environment, Food and Rural Affairs and Environment
Agency, 2004.

•

R&D Publication 66. Guidance for the Safe Development of Housing on Land
Affected by Contamination. Environment Agency and National House Building
Council, 2008.

•

C665: Assessing risks posed by hazardous ground gases to buildings. CIRIA,
2007

•

CL:AIRE / CIEH Guidance on Comparing Soil Contamination Data with a
Critical Concentration, 2008

NB: CLR 7- CLR10 referenced in CLR 11 have been formally withdrawn. For updated
guidance documents please consult the Environment Agencies CLEA webpage
http://www.environment-agency.gov.uk/clea
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